which he is-charged with that investiture, you may, if you so choose, as
properly refuse to receive it at hisliands."
"Aye," Don Alvaro approved. "That would be the way to open
up the'truth."
"If that were my aim should I have written as I did?" Prospero
had asked them. "And am I now to go about diminishing and humili-
ating the Emperor by robbing him of his personal pride in Doria's
victory, as he accounts it? Mow shall that serve me? And you may
be rash to suppose that Doria will accept commendation for deeds in
which he had no part. It may be necessary to persuade him."
Don Alvaro had laughed this to scorn, and they had left the matter
to be decided by test when Doria should return.
Now the testing hour was come. Del Vasto sent word by Doria's
messenger that he would follow him within the hour to the Fassuolo
Palace.
Thoughtfully Prospero fingered his chin, "By your leave, Alfonso,
I will go with you."
"You do not need my leave for that."
"I would give a deal to be of the party,** chuckled Don Alvaro
with malice.
"There is no reason why you should not be," Prospero assured him.
The Duke of Melfi received them in the great gallery of five arcades
that gave access to the terraces, a gallery made dazzling by the recently
completed frescoes of Pierino della Vega. Here under an azure ceiling
glowed in rich colour such scenes of Roman history as Brennus dic-
tating the laws, Mutius Scaevola before Porsenna and the like. There
were tapestries of Ispahan and Teheran; carpets from the looms of
Smyrna softened the tread on the floor of wood mosaics; Moorish
vases, damascened in gold and silver, and richly sombre Spanish
furniture from the workshops of Seville and Cordova.
The Duke was leaning by the great cowled fireplace in Carrara
marble into which Guglielmo della Porta's chisel had brought the life
and movement of Promethean scenes. Filippino and Gianettino were
with their uncle, and whilst the Admiral carried himself proudly erect,
his countenance as calm and cold as if it, too, were a product of della
Porta's chisel, the hang-dog looks of his nephews betrayed their
conviction that they stood there to receive sentence.
The Marquis del Vasto, very elegant, as became the arbiter elegan-
tiarum of the Imperial Court, in an azure mantle lightly worn over a
suit of lighter blue that was slashed with white, followed the
ushering chamberlain, and was followed in his turn by Prospero and
Carbajal.
At the unexpected sight of Prospero, the Admiral shifted his
position and perceptibly stiffened, Gianettino's head was craned
forward, his eyes bulging. From Filippino came a sound inarticulate
as the growl of an animal, and his hand dropped eloquently to the
knuckle-bow of his sword. The three conceived, of course, that
Prospero was come to feast his vindictiveness on the spectacle of their
humiliation,
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